DIRECT VIDEO
CALLING

Direct Video Calling
Direct Video Calling (DVC) enables direct
calling from deaf and hard of hearing
individuals using a videophone with a real
time video connection directly to an ASLtrained agent within your call center.
Start a Direct Video Calling Program Today
Beginning a DVC program addresses many
problems in communicating with your deaf, hard
of hearing, or speech disabled customers.
1) Communicate Directly in ASL - Change
the dynamic between you and your ASLusing customer. DVC vastly improves the
quality of service that you are able to provide
because you are communicating one-to-one.
2) Cost-Saving Productivity - Creating a
DVC program cuts down on call times and
eliminates miscommunication and errors.
3) Create Jobs - DVC creates jobs for those
with disabilities and helps you become
a more inclusive, diverse business.
ACE Direct is an open-source solution for
DVC created by the FCC that is currently
available for you to use. See the other side
of this flier to learn more or contact the
FCC today to learn more about how you can
start a DVC program. Email DVC@FCC.gov.

Improved Communications: Direct
video calling improves privacy and
efficiency which, in turn, increases
productivity.
Career Opportunities: Employing
native ASL users to handle customer
service video calls expands hiring
opportunities for people with
disabilities.
Secure: Use high-speed broadband
and your own internal networks
without compromising security or
facing potential barriers created by
firewalls.
Stay in ADA Compliance:
Ensure your organization stays in
compliance with the Americans with
Disabilities Act.
Cost Savings: Replacing interpreted
calls with direct communication
saves money by increasing
the effectiveness of calls and
minimizing the need for repeat calls
due to miscommunication and/or
misunderstanding.

ACE Direct
Discover open-source technology that allows your
organization to create a direct video calling program.
With ACE Direct, you can easily route video calls to the
right place within your current system.
ACE Direct is an initiative sponsored by the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC).
For more information, contact: DVC@FCC.gov
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